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GLOBAL ASSIGNMENT PROGRAM                                       

The Global Assignment Program is designed to retain and grow 
the talent pool within the company.  It is intended to leveraging 
existing employees to fill gaps across the global workforce.  
Coordinating these efforts takes time and knowledge of payroll, 
tax, and compliance rules and regulations.  At the company, a 
team of employees and Vendors work together to manage and 
execute the global assignment process.

Program Principles

• Establish competitive compensation and benefits practices

• Facilitate equitable treatment of global workforce

• Promote effective career and manpower planning for optimum 
development of the companies business goals and employee 
growth

• Compliance with home and host tax, immigration, and labor 
requirements

• Facilitate movement of employees between business units

• Facilitate relocation of workforce to enable prompt and 
productive roles

ABOUT THIS COURSE

The goal of this course is to educate the Stakeholders involved 
with managing and executing the Global Assignment Process.  
This course is intended to be high level overview of the process, 
tasks, and responsibility of those involved.  Subsequent training is 
available for specific tasks and the software and paperwork 
involved.

TARGET AUDIENCE

This course is designed for the Solution Delivery (SD) team and 
HR Business Partners (HR BP).  The processes described are the 
same for both audiences although the training may be scaled to 
target each audience and their roles.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

When participants complete this course they will be able to:

• Describe the Global Assignments process

• Identify the Stakeholders and Vendors involved

• Assist in executing process tasks and manage global 
assignment initiatives

SCRIPT

Instruction Notes
The following notes refer to slides in the 
PowerPoint presentation: “Global Mobility.PPT.”  
Suggested actions and script for the instructor are 
also located in the Notes section of each slide

“Script for the facilitator to SAY is written like 
this.”
Instructions for the facilitator to DO are written 
like this.

Iconography

Supplemental Informational to 
help perform a task more easily.

Questions for facilitator to ask 
participants.

Tasks Expected Time
Introduction 10 minutes

Mobility Model 10 minutes

Stakeholders 15 minutes

Vendors 5 minutes

Global Assignment Process 45 minutes

Assignment Compensation, 
Compensation Accumulation & 
Tax Reporting 

5 minutes

Policy Exception Management 5 minutes

Reporting/Analytics/Dashboard 5 minutes

Conclusion 2 minutes

Questions 15 minutes



“Welcome to the Global Mobility Process session.”
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SCRIPT

“Today our goal is to introduce you to the Global Mobility 
Process and help you to better understand the role you play.

The agenda for today is to cover the following topics:

Introduction to Global Mobility

The Global Mobility Model

Our Stakeholders

Our Vendors

HR Global Assignment Process

Assignment Compensation Process

Policy Exception Management

Reporting, Analytics, & Dashboards

And have time for Questions & Answers at the end.”

The Agenda

 Introduction

 Mobility Model

 Stakeholders

 Vendors

 HR Global Assignments Process

 Assignment Compensation Process

 Policy Exception Management

 Reporting, Analytics & Dashboard

 Questions



Introduction

Global 
Assignment

SCRIPT

“Let’s start with a brief Introduction.

What is Global Assignment?

Global Assignment is the placement of an employee in a 
company-sponsored open position in a country other than their 
home country for a specified period of time.”
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SCRIPT

“The company Philosophy when it comes to Global Assignment 
is…

Provide strategic support of human capital development and 
workforce globalization across the company’s global footprint to 
meet overall business objectives and to retain and develop top and 
emerging talent. “

Philosophy

Strategic support of human capital development and 
workforce globalization to meet overall business 
objectives and retain and develop top and emerging 
talent. 
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SCRIPT

“The objectives of Global Assignment are to:

• Establish competitive compensation and benefits practices 
which facilitate equitable treatment of globally mobile 
workforce

• Promote effective international career and workforce 
planning for optimum development of both our business goals 
and employee growth

• Infuse cultural agility and adaptability

• Be compliant with home and host location tax, immigration 
and labor requirements

• Facilitate the movement of employees to and from business 
units

• Facilitate the relocation of global workforce and enable 
employees to be promptly productive in their assignment role

• Simplify the process and optimize the cost”
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Objectives

 Establish competitive compensation and benefits 
practices

 Promote effective international career and workforce 
planning

 Infuse cultural agility and adaptability

 Comply with home\host tax, immigration & labor 
requirements

 Facilitate movement of employees across business units

 Facilitate relocation of global workforce

 Simplify process and optimize cost
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SCRIPT

“Here is a list of important terms to know and understand when 
working with Global Assignments.”

Suggestion is to ask the audience for definition and 
correct and clarify responses.  

Global Assignment is when an employee takes a 
company-sponsored job posting in a country other than 
their home country.

Global Assignee (formerly referred to as Expatriate) is a 
employee working in a country other than their home 
country.

Home Country is the country of permanent residence 
country.

Host Country is the country where work assignment is 
located.

Balance Sheet Method is a compensation approach 
designed for economic neutrality of global assignments.

Global Authorization Form (GAF) is a form required to 
authorize global assignment.  It contains Employee 
Profile, Home Address, Policy Exceptions, International 
Assignment, Accounting , Legal and Approval 
information.

Employee Change Form (ECF) is an electronic Word 
document required for all data entry changes to 
PeopleSoft.

Cost Projection is a statement of estimated costs 
involved with the establishment of the Global 
Assignment.

Cost of Living Allowance (COLA) is an adjustment to 
salary to compensate for the difference in the cost of 
living between the Home and Host Country.

Tax Equalization is the off-setting of differences 
between Home and Host country to ensure the assignee 
remains tax neutral.

Differentials/Norm – a differential represents a change 
in …

HR Protocols are the agreed-upon format and process for 
transmitting the necessary information involved with 
human resource management.

Letter of Assignment (LOA) is sometimes known as a 
Letter of Understanding and is a confidential document 
that confirms the assignment details including position, 
start date, length, manager, home and host countries as 
well as compensation, benefits, allowances, taxation, and 
conditions of the assignee.
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Terms & Definitions

 Global Assignment

 Global Assignee

 Home Country

 Host Country

 Balance Sheet Method

 Global Authorization Form (GAF)

 Cost Projection

 COLA

 Tax Equalization

 Differentials/Norm

 HR Protocols

 Letter of Assignment (LOA)

 Repayment Agreement

 Inter-company/Secondment 
Agreement

 Balance Sheets

 Immigration Counsel

 Tax Counsel

 Third Party Mobility Vendor

Repayment Agreement is a contract 
between the assignee and the company 
that details the reimbursement of funds 
due by the employee in the event of 
separation.
Inter-company/Secondment Agreement
is a arrangement between two entities 
within the company that details how the 
Global Assignment will be handled.
Balance Sheet is a statement of financial 
position and balances that details an 
assignee’s salary, allowances and 
deductions for the term of an assignment.
Immigration Counsel assists the 
company with rules, regulations, 
procedures and guidance relating to 
immigration law.
Tax Counsel assists the company with 
policy, legislation, regulation, revenue 
procedures and guidance dealing with all 
aspects of tax law.
Third Party Mobility Vendors are 
companies outside of the company utilized 
to assist in Mobility activities and tasks. 
These Vendors help to implement and 
manage the Global Assignment and limit 
the liability and risk to the company in 
compliance with international laws, taxes, 
immigration, etc.



SCRIPT

“Now that we know what a Global Assignment is, let’s talk about 
the companies Mobility Model. 

As part of this discussion we’ll talk about:

• Global Programs and centralized administration

• Mobility Benefits

• Assignment Compensation”
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Mobility Model

Mobility Model

• Global Programs

• Mobility Benefits

• Assignment Compensation



Global Programs

SCRIPT

“Let’s start with Global Programs

Our intention here is to describe the companies assignment 
programs, their related policies, and length of service.”
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Global Assignment Programs

3 months to 1 year 1 year to 5 years

Short Term Long Term

SCRIPT

“There are two programs that the company currently supports,
short-term assignment and long-term assignment.

A Short Term assignment can last anywhere between 3 months 
and a full year.

While a Long Term assignment lasts anywhere from 1 year to 5 
years.

In both programs the Home Country provides the Salary & 
Benefits for the Global Assignee.

Some long term assignments eventually turn into International 
Transfers.  This can happen when the Global Assignment ends 
and the assignee is permanently assigned the position. We will 
touch of this when we talk about disposition, later on.”
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Mobility Model

Mobility Compensation and Benefits

SCRIPT

“Along with each program comes Mobility Compensation and 
Benefits.

We’ll take some time to detail the components of the companies
mobility benefit matrix.”
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Component Short Term Long Term

Base Salary

Home Country
Variable

Compensation

Benefits

Healthcare Cigna International

Immigration Temporary Status

Tax Home or 
Equalization

Equalization

Home Country 
Residence

None Property 
Management 

Services

Cost of Living Modified per diem Allowance

Host Housing Corporate Allowance

Repayment 2 years

Mobility Benefits
SCRIPT

“The company utilizes what is known as the Home Country-
Based (or Balance Sheet) method of compensation for Global 
Assignees.  This is a standard widely used in global organization 
and is intended to keep the employee on their home country 
payroll and allow for the application of cost equalizers to 
accommodate for the differentials between Home and Host 
Country standards.  

This chart on this slide summarizes the benefits based on the 
Global Assignment Program.  So you can see the main 
components are:

• Base Salary

• Compensation

• Benefits

• Healthcare

• Immigration

• Tax

• Cost of Living

• Housing

• Repayment Plan

Some of the components differ based on the program utilized.  
But they both follow the Balance Sheet Methodology we 
mentioned earlier.

We’ll go over the Balance Sheet Method in more detail next.”
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Mobility Model

Assignment Compensation

SCRIPT

“The Balance Sheet method is a part of the companies
assignment compensation plan.”
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Cost of living

Housing

Hardship

Auto

Miscellaneous Expense 

Furnishing

Education

Incentives/Premiums

Tax equalization

Hypothetical Tax 

Housing Norm

Auto Norm

Assignment 
Compensation

Assignment 
Withholdings
& Deductions

Assignment Compensation
SCRIPT

“The goal of the Balance Sheet Method is for economic 
neutrality during assignment.  It was designed to protect the 
Global Assignee from cost differences between home and host 
countries and to maintain a link to the home country 
compensation and benefits for ease of repatriation upon it’s 
conclusion.

The benefits of this method are:

• No gain or Loss effect

• Maintains link to Home Country compensation and benefits

• Effective with high rate of repatriation of assignees

• Protects the Global Assignee from cost difference between 
Home and Host Country through allowances and deductions

• Encourages acceptance on Global Assignment offers that 
benefits our business

• Facilitates reintegration back to Home Country salary 
structure upon completion

The only disadvantage to this method is it can result in 
dissimilar treatment of assignees from different Home Countries 
hosted in the same location.”
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Discretionary 
Income

Home Location 
Goods and 
Services 

Spendable

Home Housing 
Norm

Home Country 
Taxes

Home Country 
Salary

Discretionary 
Income

Host Location 
Goods and 
Services 

Spendable

Host Location 
Housing and 
Utility Cost

Home Country 
Taxes

Assignment 
Location Costs

Discretionary 
Income

Home Location 
Goods and 
Services 

Spendable

Home Housing 
Norm

Home Country 
Taxes

Premiums and 
Incentives

Home Country 
Equivalent 

Purchasing Power

Discretionary 
Income

Home Location 
Goods and 
Services 

Spendable

Home Housing 
Norm

Home Country 
Taxes

Assignment 
Location Costs 

paid by Employer 
and Salary

Tax Differentials

Housing and 
Utility Differential

G&S Differential

The Balance Sheet Method:
How it Works

SCRIPT

“As promised let’s dig deeper into the Balance Sheet Method.  
We’ve already talked about the fact that it is an industry 
standard utilized by the majority of global organizations, but 
how does it work?

CLICK

The Balance Sheet method retains the Global Assignee on the 
home country base salary.  Providing an allowance for the cost 
of living (including housing) and taxes.

CLICK

It then considers the differentials in the cost of living allowances 
and taxes of the Host Country to ensure there is no gain or lose 
to the Global Assignee financially while on assignment.  

CLICK

However, the Global Assignee must contribute to the cost of 
goods and services, as well as housing and income taxes during 
assignment.  This is an estimated calculation based on the 
amount they would be responsible for in their home country.” 

Any Questions?
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Vendors

SCRIPT

“Luckily here at the company we are not alone in managing all the 
tasks involved.  The company employees several third party 
Vendors to assist with the process.”
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Mobility Vendors

International Compensation Services

Tax Compliance

SCRIPT

“The first Mobility Vendor, we want to introduce is Cartus.

Cartus assists us with International Compensation Services.  
Which means they counsel and coordinate our international 
assignment compensation components including:

CLICK

• Cost projections

CLICK

• Assignment Letters

CLICK

• Compensation balance sheets

CLICK

• Payroll instructions and disbursements

CLICK

• Ensure Global Assignee tax compliance

To contact Cartus see the Appendix at the end of this document.”

Note: Click the Cartus logo to view the contact sheet.
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Mobility Vendors

International Tax Global Immigration

Ernst & Young 
®

SCRIPT

“The other Vendors hat assist us are Pricewaterhouse Coopers 
(PwC) and Ernst & Young (E&Y)

PwC are our Tax Counselors.  They handle all the International 
Tax information.

To contact PwC see the contact sheet in the Appendix at the end of 
this document.”

Note: Click the PwC logo to view contact sheet.

“E&Y is our Immigration Counselor.  They handle all Immigration 
information.

To contact E&Y…”
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Global Assignment
Process
Global Assignments 
Process

SCRIPT

“Now that we have an understanding of the roles and 
responsibilities involved in the process, let’s review the Global 
Assignment Process in more detail.”
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Global Assignment Process 
Overview

1. Determine Need

2. Candidate Selection

3. Estimate Assignment Cost

4. Obtain Business-line Approval

5. Document Terms & Conditions

6. Service Delivery

7. PeopleSoft Data Setup

8. Monitor Global Assignment

9. Determine Disposition

10. PeopleSoft Data Maintenance

SCRIPT

“The Global Assignment Process groups the associated tasks into 
10 manageable steps.  

We’ll go over each of these steps in detail.”
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Global Assignment Candidate Selection

 Questions to ask…

How long is assignment opportunity?

Are suitable and available candidates in host location?

What are strategic benefits?

What are assignment objectives?

What is expected business value?

Determine Need
SCRIPT

“The first task involves determining the need and is performed by 
Local HR.

The goal of this task is to determine if Global Assignment is the 
best way to address the need.

For Local HR, important questions to ask are…

 How long is the assignment opportunity?

 Are there suitable and available candidates in the host 
location?

 What are the strategic benefits to the organization?

 What are the assignment objectives? (strategic, leadership, 
development, commodity, technical skills gap, knowledge 
transfer, process transfer, etc.)

 What is the expected business value?”
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 Identify Candidate

 Consider Candidate’s Recent Performance 

 Consider Setting Global Assignment Objectives

Candidate Selection
SCRIPT

“Once the need is determined to be suitable for Global 
Assignment, the next task is candidate selection.  The goal of this 
task is to determine which candidate best fits the need and then 
assess the value of each candidate for use in the assignment 
opportunity.  

Local HR should consider…

 Is the candidate’s past performance satisfactory to support an 
assignment offer?

 How does the global assignment fit into the succession plan?
(If the assignment role is a key role)

 How does the global assignment fit into the Candidate's career 
development plan as considered by the organization?”
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• Obtain Cost Projection 

• Review expected cost with Business Management and 
Finance

• Check legal and establish inter-company agreement

• Obtain approval on assignment using 
HR Protocols

• Send Final Cost Projection to Finance

Example of Quick Estimate
Example of Inter-Company Agreement

Estimate Assignment Cost
SCRIPT

“After a candidate has been selected, the next step is to estimate 
the cost of using them in the assignment.

A significant consideration in this process is the expected cost of 
an assignment. Local HR must engage the Mobility Vendor’s 
international compensation team to obtain a full scale cost 
projection.  In order for this to happen, a completed GAF must be 
submitted to the Mobility Vendor.  Once the cost projection is 
received, Local HR will then review that total cost with the 
business unit management and finance team of the legal entity 
(home or host) which has agreed to bear the assignment costs. 

Before doing a full cost projection for each candidate, there is a 
Quick Estimate tool that will be available soon to help limit and 
select the candidate.” 

Note: Make reference to the forthcoming tool and related training.  
The Mobility Vendor will introduce a tool for self-service 
estimates for Global Assignments in a subsequent tutorial. That 
self-service tool is not intended to replace the requirement in this 
process to obtain the full scale cost projection from the Mobility 
Vendor.

“An important note to make here is that the full cost projection 
will be revisited and adjusted, as needed, throughout the 
assignment lifecycle. If one of these adjustments results in the 
removal of benefits otherwise offered in the applicable policy, 
then this benefit removal must be pursued through an exception.
We will talk more about exceptions later on.  

Any change to an estimate which results in a plus or minus of 10% 
of the total estimate, should be re-submitted to the Mobility 
Vendor for recalculation. (This is due to tax ramifications which 
will need recalculated).

As the business unit management considers the total cost of the 
assignment, they should keep in mind the business value.

Where there is an agreement for a temporary exchange of workers 
between the companies home and host countries, in particular 
where the host has agreed to bear all costs associated with a global 
assignment, Local HR should check with the legal team of the 
Home and Host legal entities to establish the existence of an inter-
company and/or secondment agreement.  This must be in place in 
order to continue.  

Once the above tasks have been completed, Local HR should 
follow the HR protocols(reference where top find HR Protocols)
for approval of the Global Assignment in order to initiate the 
global assignment with the Mobility Vendor.   In the event the 
Mobility Vendor does not receive notice of the required approvals, 
they will reject the initiation.  

In addition, be sure to send the Final Cost Projection to the 
Finance team of the cost-bearing entity for their budget activities 
and accruals process.”
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 Global Authorization Form

 What is it?

 What does it require?

 When is it used? 

 Who receives it?

 What to do with it?

Example of GAF

Global Authorization Form (GAF)
SCRIPT

“Before we talk about the next task, it is important to understand 
the GAF form we briefly mentioned earlier.

What is a GAF?  

The Global Authorization Form or GAF, serves as the source of 
vital information for the global assignment process.

What does it require? 

This form must be completed in its entirety or it will be rejected by 
the Mobility Vendor.  Rejection will delay the start of Mobility 
Services and can adversely effect the global assignment.”

CLICK to show example of GAF

“As you can see, the GAF is broken down into 7 sections.  Section 
1 requires Employee Profile Information.  The GBU/Category for 
the Home and Host (or Sending and Receiving Location as it is 
labeled on the GAF) muse be selected from the available list.  In 
section 2, the Home and Host Location address must be entered.  
Special Instruction and Exceptions should be noted in section 3.  
Be sure to include the Additional Details for section 4.  Section 5 
is required Additional Details for global assignment, such as type, 
start date and family size.  Section 6 is for important Accounting 
and Legal information.  And lastly, section 7 is for Approval with 
signatures.

When is it used?

The GAF is used by the Mobility Vendor because it contains the 
key information about the assignee and the assignment.  The same 
form is used when a global assignment is started as well as if it is 
extended.  

Who receives it?

The form is delivered by Local HR to the Mobility Vendor in the 
form of an email.

What happens after the form is submitted to Vendor from HR?

The Mobility Vendor will review the form for completeness and 
reject if anything is missing.  Once the form is accepted, the 
Mobility Vendor will generate the Letter of 
Assignment\Understanding (LOA or LOU), which we will talk 
about in just a minute”

Note: While this form is currently a Word document, the process 
of establishing a web-based form is forthcoming.  Once it is 
available, the access and entry information will be communicated 
to you.
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• Gather information for GAF

• Supply Mobility Vendor with GAF

Submit Initiation 
Authorization

SCRIPT

“Now to get back to the process, the next few tasks involve the 
initiation and authorization utilizing the GAF form.

Local HR needs to work with the assignee to gather the necessary 
information to complete the Global Authorization Form (GAF). 
As you may have guessed, the GAF form is vital to the Global 
Assignment process.  This form must be completed in it’s entirety
and sent to the Mobility Vendor.  The Mobility Vendor will reject 
incomplete forms and this can delay the process.

Remember that currently the GAF form is submitted electronically
to the Mobility Vendor via a email containing the attached Word 
document with the accompanying company approvals aligned 
with the HR Protocols.”
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• Mobility Vendor generates LOA

• HR reviews LOA content and presents LOA to Candidate

• Mobility Vendor assists with pre-decision counseling (if 
needed)

• Signed LOA and Repayment Agreement sent to 
Mobility Vendor 

• Host entity authorizes work

• Confirm start date

Example of LOA

Document Terms & Conditions
SCRIPT

“The next step is to document the terms and conditions of the 
assignment.

From the submitted GAF the Mobility Vendor will generate the 
Letter of Assignment (LOA) which summarizes the assignment 
services and benefits. This is also known as the Letter of 
Understanding (LOU).”

CLICK to show example of LOA.  

“Let’s review the content contained in the LOA:

• Offer Summary

• Assignment Policy & Tax Equalization Policy

• Assignment Period

• Established Manager

• Compensation

• Benefits

• Relocation and Assignment Management Support

• Assignment Allowances

• Taxation

• Other Conditions

• Repayment

HR will present the LOA to the Candidate and get their 
acceptance.  If the Candidate rejects the terms of the assignment, 
the process returns to step 2 where another candidate may be 
selected.  Upon acceptance from the Candidate, the signed LOA 
which contains the embedded Repayment Agreement must be sent 
electronically to the Mobility Vendor for storage. The original 
should be housed in the employee file at the home organization. 

On occasion, the candidate will request additional information 
prior to rendering a decision on the LOA for one or more of the 
policy benefits or an explanation of the process to come. In that 
event, Local HR can set up pre-decision counseling session 
through the submission of the GAF to the Mobility Vendor to 
deliver, for example, tax briefing with PwC, immigration briefing 
with E&Y, or any assistance from a Mobility Vendor to help 
facilitate the candidate’s decision-making.

The first action taken by the Mobility Vendor upon receipt of the 
executed LOA is authorization to our immigration counsel to 
begin the filing of the work authorization documentation in the 
host country which will determine the first available assignment 
start date.  Local HR will confirm with HRBP once the host 
country has approved the work authorization and establish the start 
date.

The purpose of the LOA is two-fold.  

1) To document the terms & conditions for the parties involved 
in the assignment

2) To align the work of our mobility vendors (tax, immigration 
vendors) as they execute related activities “
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Mobility Vendor initiates all services

Services Delivery
SCRIPT

“The next task is to establish services delivery via our third party 
vendors.”

“How does HR initiate the start of all services to be 
delivered after the Candidate has accepted?”

They need to send a copy of the fully completed GAF to the 
Mobility Vendor via email with instructions to proceed.

“The Mobility Vendor will then initiate all services (immigration 
counsel, tax, and relocation) in the supply chain.  

What does that mean and how does it work, you ask?

Let’s start with what happens first.

The immigration counsel is the supplier with the most critical 
action at this point. They start preparation on the petition or 
application for filing with the host country immigration authorities. 
To complete this process, Local HR works closely with the 
Immigration Counsel in collecting the corporate or assignment job-
related information needed for all application filings.  Once the 
work authorization is issued by the host country, the Mobility 
Vendor and assignee will be notified.  At this point,  the official 
assignment start date can be established.

Now, you make be asking how is the assignee contacted?

Within 24 hours, an International Assignment Consultant (IAC) is 
assigned by the Mobility Vendor to the Global Assignee. The IAC 
will setup the relocation to the host country and continue to 
manage the immigration for the full life-cycle of the assignment. 
IAC will make contact with the Global Assignee to:

• Review the processes to come

• Coordinate services through the supply chain

• Review assignment balance sheets to ensure an 
understanding of the cash flow during the assignment 
period

It’s important to also mention, that the international compensation 
team at the Mobility Vendor will begin tracking all assignment 
related compensation for tax reporting in both the home and host 
locations at this point.”
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• Gather information for ECF

• Submit ECF to HR Services

• PeopleSoft Data Entry

Example of ECF

PeopleSoft Data Creation
SCRIPT

“The next task is to create the employee record in PeopleSoft.

Local HR must gather the information needed and then request 
that HR Services create the Global Assignment record in 
PeopleSoft.  This is done by completing an Employee Change 
Form or ECF.  

It is important to understand that the ECF form can be completed 
in 1 of 4 ways:

1. Global Assignment  Home – This is used to update record 0 
upon establishment of a Global Assignment

2. Global Assignment Host – This is used to create record 1 at 
the start of a Global Assignment

3. End Assignment Home – This is used to end the Global 
Assignment and updates record 0.

4. End of Assignment Host – This is used to end the assignment 
and updates record 1.”

CLICK to launch ECF

“The following information is needed and must be provided to HR 
Services:

Global Assignment Home

 Effective Date

 Job Change Action

 Job Code

 Job Title

 Department ID

 Supervisor Name

 General Ledger Number

 Comments

 Approvals

 Names of Stakeholders (This includes: Home Country 
Payroll contact, Finance contact for cost-bearing 
entity, Corporate accounting contact for cross-
charging, and HR Benefits contact)

Global Assignment Host, all of the  information we just reviewed, 
plus:

 Location Name

 Department Name

 Salary Assignment Change Action

 Pay Frequency

 Annual Salary

 Additional Amount

At this point, the home and host manager must decide who is 
responsible for the management of the Global Assignee as this 
needs to be included in the PeopleSoft record.
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With the information gathered, Local HR must 
complete the ECF and obtain approval as per HR 
protocols.  
Once completed, Local HR submits the ECF to HR 
Services.  HR Services will then confirm the ECF 
is complete.  
If incomplete, it will be rejected and sent back to 
the local HR via the case management system.  If 
an ECF is returned Local HR must research and 
gather all missing information and resubmit the 
ECF to HR Services via an email reply for the 
open case. 

Upon receipt of a completed and approved ECF, 
HR Services will create a Global Assignment 
record (Record 1) and update the Home Record 
(Record 0).  For more details on how this is done, 
please review the PeopleSoft Core HR training.

Once the record is created a notification is sent to 
the Stakeholders.  HR Services then manages the 
enrollment of the Candidate in Cigna, if needed.”



 Monitor Progress

• Assignment Compensation

• Talent Management

Monitor Global Assignment
SCRIPT

“Now the Global Assignment must be managed throughout it’s 
life-cycle.

The current Global Assignment model at the company has the 
Mobility Vendors manage the delivery of all assignment related 
compensation and benefits during the entire assignment lifecycle.  
This entails:

• Semi annual or annual updates to allowances or on an as 
needed basis (COLA,  housing, hypothetical tax calculations) 

• Update and review of Balance Sheets that reflect changes to 
cash flow to the assignee.

• Tax equalization 

• Work authorization renewals

As for the company’s responsibility, as determined between the 
two entities at the onset of an assignment, either the Home or Host 
manager will be responsible for Talent Management of the 
assignee with regard to compensation, performance, and 
development.”
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Assess Disposition

• Extensions

• Repatriation

• Localization

Determine Disposition
SCRIPT

“At the end of the assignment, it is time to determine the 
disposition.

As the end of the assignment term draws near, the employee, HR 
BP, and Mobility Vendor need to work together to determine 
which of the follow the disposition process options to follow:

• Option 1 - Extension

If an extension of the assignment is needed (keep in mind that a 
global assignment can not exceed 5 years),  Local HR should 
repeat the steps involved in the setup of the assignment (see cost 
estimate slide above). Local HR must complete another GAF and 
email it to the Mobility Vendor.  The Mobility Vendor will then 
issue an extended LOA to the assignee. Local HR should complete 
an ECF and forward that to HR Services to ensure the Global 
Assignment Record is updated.  The Process Stakeholders will 
then receive notification of the changes.  Monitoring of the 
assignment will continue through to the new end date. 

• Option 2 – Repatriation (Completion of the assignment on the 
original expiration date) 

Upon completion of a global assignment, Local HR will assist in 
repatriation activities.  The Mobility Vendor must be authorized to 
end all assignment benefits at an established return date.  A new 
GAF must be completed and submitted with the end dates.   A new 
ECF  must be sent to AskHR/HR Services, so they can close the 
Global Assignee record 1 in PeopleSoft.  Notices of the change 
will be sent to all Process Stakeholders. 

• Option 3 – Localization in the host country

A new GAF must be sent to the Mobility Vendor authorizing the 
termination of assignment benefits on the scheduled localization 
date. An ECF must be sent to AskHR/HR Service for them to close 
the Global Assignee record 1.  The localization converts the global 
assignee to an international transferee. This requires a local offer 
of salary and employment from the host country to the employee.  
At this stage in the process, the COE will work directly with those 
involved to handle the compensation approach for these 
international transfers. Please note that this process is currently 
being documented and as such may change.  All parties will be 
notified if changes are made.”
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• Change to Record 0

• Update\Close Record 1

PeopleSoft Data Maintenance
SCRIPT

“The last step is to update the PeopleSoft records.

The PeopleSoft Record 0 must be updated to reflect any and all 
changes for the employee.  This is done by submitting an ECF 
with the following information:

End Assignment Home

 Effective Date

 Job Change Action

 Job Code

 Department ID

 Supervisor Name

 General Ledger Number

 Approvals

 Names of Stakeholders (This includes: Home Country 
manager)

End Assignment Host

 Effective Date

 Job Change Action

 Comments

 Approvals

 Names of Stakeholders (This includes: Home Country 
manager)

The ECF must be filled out in accordance with the desired option, 
as described previously;

• Option 1 – Extension

• Option 2 – Repatriation

• Option 3 – Localization

Whenever the PeopleSoft records are updated, a notification of 
any and all changes is sent to the Stakeholders.”
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Stakeholders

SCRIPT

“As Stakeholders in this process, you are responsible for 
managing and executing your part of the process.  That is what 
we will talk about next.”
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• Employee/Global Assignee

• Home Manager

• Host Manager

• Solutions Delivery Team

• Country HR

• HR BP

• COE

• HR Shared Services

• Finance

• HR Benefits

• Home Country Payroll

• Accounting

• Mobility Vendors

Stakeholders
SCRIPT

“With so many stakeholders within the Global Mobility process, 
it is important for you to understand where you fit and how your 
role effects others.  

Now let’s talk about the process in terms of tasks and what roles 
are involved with each.”
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Identify Staff/Engage Recruitment Process

Internal Candidate Search/Selection

Cost Projection

Obtain Business-line Approval

Request Letter of Assignment

Candidate Accept/Reject

Initiate Mobility Service

Secure Work Authorization

Complete ECF

R = Responsible (Doer)
A = Accountable (Owner)
C = Consultative (Support)
I = Informed (Know)

R

C

R

R R

R

R

R R

RR

R

A

A

C

A

A

A

C

C

C

C

C

I

I

I I I

I

I

R

R

A

C

C

I

A

A

A R I I I

Who Does What?SCRIPT

RACI is the acronym for Responsible, Accountable, Consultative, 
Informed.  We’ll walk through the 13 tasks involved in the Global 
Mobility process, so you can see what role(s) you play and how 
what you do relates to and effects the process.

CLICK

Identify Staff/Engage Recruitment Process
Responsible (R) – Home Solutions Delivery Team (SDT) or 
Country HR

R - Host SDT or Country HR
Accountable (A)– HRBP

CLICK

Internal Candidate Search/Selection
R - Host SDT or Country HR
A – HR BP

C - Home SDT or Country HR

CLICK

Cost Projection
R - Mobility Vendors
A – Host SDT or Country HR

Consultative (C) – Home SDT or Country HR
Informed (I)– HR BP

CLICK

Obtain Business Line Approval
R - Hiring Manager
R – Finance
A – HR BP
C – Home SDT or Country HR

C - Host SDT or Country HR

CLICK

Request Letter of Assignment
R - Mobility Vendors
A – Host SDT or Country HR

C – Home SDT or Country HR

I - HRBP

CLICK

Candidate Accept/Reject
R – Employee
A – Employee
I – Home SDT or Country HR

I - Host SDT or Country HR
I – HRBP

32

CLICK

Initiate Mobility Service
R - Employee
R - Mobility Vendors
A – Host SDT or Country HR

C - Home SDT or Country HR
I – HRBP
CLICK
Secure Work Authorization

R - Employee
R - Mobility Vendors
A – Host SDT or Country HR

C - Home SDT or Country HR
I – HRBP
CLICK

Complete ECF
R - Host SDT or Country HR

R - AskHR
A – HRBP

C – Hiring Manager

C – Home SDT or Country HR
I – Finance

I – HR Benefits

I – Home Country Payroll

Note: Click to show each action in the table.  It starts 
with the first task “Identify Staff” and proceeds down 
through each task ending with “Update/Close”.  It 
displays all the roles for the list of actionable tasks in 
order to show the relationship and ownership of the 
process.  This slide has a total of 9 clicks to build the 
first half of the table.
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Global Mobility Management for assignment lifecycle

Identify Disposition of Assignment

Global Mobility Management for terminate/continue assignment

Complete ECF/End Assignment Record in PeopleSoft

R = Responsible (Doer)
A = Accountable (Owner)
C = Consult (Support)
I = Informed (Know)

C R

A I

R C I R I I I

C RRC

R A I I I I

R C C R

A

A I I I

Who Does What?
SCRIPT

Now we’ll  look at the second half of the RACI table.

CLICK

Global Mobility Management for assignment lifecycle
R – Employee
R – Mobility Vendor
A – Host SDT or Country HR

C – Home SDT or Country HR
I – HRBP
I – Finance
I – HR Benefits
I – Home Country Payroll

CLICK

Identify Disposition of Assignment
R – Employee
R – HRBP
A – Hiring Manager
C – Home SDT or Country HR

C - Host SDT or Country HR

I – Finance

I – HR Benefits

I – Hone Country Payroll

CLICK

Global Mobility Management for terminate/continue assignment
R – Employee
R – Mobility Vendor
A – Host SDT or Country HR

C - Home SDT or Country HR
I – HRBP
I – Finance
I – HR Benefits
I – Home Country Payroll

CLICK

Complete ECF/Update PeopleSoft
R – AskHR
R – Host SDT or Country HR

A – HRBP
C – Hiring Manager

C - Home SDT or Country HR

I – Finance

I – HR Benefits

I – Home Country Payroll
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Questions?

Note: Click to show each action in the table. This slide 
has a total of 4 clicks to build the remaining half of the 
table.



Assignment Compensation, 
Compensation Accumulation 
& Tax Reporting

SCRIPT

“Now we’ll talk in depth about the compensation process.”
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 Utilize Vendors

• Home & Host payroll

• Tax implications

• Ensure compliance

• Audits

http://tamans-ww57v.thcg.net/PeopleSoft/toc.html

Assignment Compensation 
Process

SCRIPT

“The comapny utilizes our Vendors to ensure we remain 
compliant with taxes and laws.  The Mobility Vendor is 
responsible for the management of assignment compensation.  If 
subject to audit, our Vendors are our line of defense against 
penalties.”

Refer to the companies  PeopleSoft Core HR UPK / 
Employee Data Management / Global Assignments (link 
on screen).
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Mobility 
Vendor 

Accounting 
Team

Tax Partner

Mobility 
supply chain

Global 
Assignees

Company 
payroll teams

Company 
home/host 

finance teams

http://tamans-ww57v.thcg.net/PeopleSoft/toc.html

Source: Mobility October 2010

Mobility Vendor 
International 

Compensation 
Team

Assignment Compensation 
Accumulation

SCRIPT

“The compensation collection process is required to timely 
identify, quantify, clarify, capture, audit and report Global 
Assignee compensation to the proper global tax authorities in a 
consistent fashion.

Our Mobility Vendor’s international compensation team serves as 
the “project manager” for the company compensation collection 
activities.  The fully outsourced model in place, facilitates this 
process as it has centralized all assignment payments through one 
common accounting processes. Furthermore, the Mobility Vendor 
has audit procedures in place to track the expenses coming 
through for payment or disbursement directly to the assignee. The 
Mobility Vendor works directly with our Tax Partner and the 
worldwide company payroll teams for monthly collection of 
compensation and timely tax payments to the host authorities as 
regulated, where needed.

Many multinational organizations historically have had a difficult 
time managing this area of expatriate activity for a number of 
reasons. With the process we have in place with our Mobility 
Vendor, the company can pinpoint spend on each and every 
Global Assignment and is able to reliably collect and analyze 
expatriate compensation and the consolidation of worldwide 
compensation.”
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Host income

Host social

Additional Home 
income/social

Hypothetical 

withholdings
At-Home

Tax Equalization
SCRIPT

“The role of tax equalization (TEQ) is to protect against income 
and social tax cost differences arising form both home and host 
countries.

The basic principle of TEQ is that the Employee bears the tax 
costs similar to the tax burden they would normally have paid if 
working in their home country.  TEQ is integral and fundamental 
to the companies balance sheet approach with global assignment 
compensation.

The TEQ process provides an effective platform for the 
Assignment Compensation Collection process.

The benefits of tax equation are:

• Tax implications of assignment is neutral, so the employee 
neither gains or losses

• Enhanced employee compliance with global tax requirements

• Supports the overall compensation approach and policy

• Determines the share of worldwide taxes borne by both the 
company and the employee

• Facilitates the partnership between the company and the 
employee

• Minimizes any issues related to mobility

• Helps reduce the companies assignment cost through Foreign 

Tax Credits”
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• Home/Host 
tax estimate

• Hypothetical 
tax 
calculations

Instruction

• Home/Host 
payrolls

• Mobility 
Vendor

• Mobility 
supply 
chain

Compensation 
Accumulation

• Income 
subject to 
TEQ

• Excluded 
personal 
income

Tax 
Reporting

• Taxes paid in 
home and 
host

• Hypothetical 
withholdings

Tax 
Equalization 

Reconciliation

• Refund
• Payment

Settlement

COMPANY

Mobility Vendor

Tax Partner

TEC Process
SCRIPT

“Let’s step through the process, so that it is clear.

For those of you who own a home and have a mortgage company 
that pays your property taxes through escrow, this process is very 
similar.

1. Instruction
The Home/Host Country estimate the tax burden through 
hypothetical tax calculations

2. Compensation Accumulation
The Home/Host payroll  is setup to makes the necessary 
deductions to account for the taxes

3. Tax Reporting
The proper income is reported to the appropriate tax authority

4. Tax Equalization
Taxes are paid from the hypothetical withholdings to the 
appropriate tax authority

5. Settlement
Each year the account is balance and refund/payments are 
made to maintain a neutral balance.”
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Policy Exception 
Management

SCRIPT

“Next, we will discuss policy exception management.”
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• Definition

• Use

• Precedence

• Process

Example of Exception form

Policy Exemption Process
SCRIPT

“The Mobility Vendor manages this process.  They must create a 
form that details the cost, reasons, and procedures needed for an 
exception.  The form is then sent to the Solutions Delivery team 
and they are responsible for getting approval and providing the 
Mobility Vendor with the status of  approved or denied.

What is an exception?

By definition an exception is something that doesn’t conform to a 
general rule or standard.  In the mobility process, an exception is 
just that, a requirement by the Global Assignee that is not within 
the standard policy.  

As you might imagine, there is a large volume of exceptions 
within the Global Mobility program.  As such, the process needs to 
be managed in a thoughtful way as not to abuse the program but 
keep a balance to try and meet the needs of the Global Assignee.

What is the process for exceptions?

The  IAC will work with the Global Assignee,  questioning the 
need for and completing an exception form when necessary.

The Global Assignee works with their IAC to form the request and 
rationale for the desired exception.

The Mobility Vendor provides exception details to the company in 
the form of an Exception form.  The following must be considered 
when requesting exceptions:

• The companies previous decision making on this kind 
of exception request  or precedence

• Total cost including tax assistance, if applicable

• Other rationale

The Mobility Vendor then routes the  request for approval per HR 
Protocols.  The  IAC delivers the decision to the Global Assignee.  
If approved, the IAC orders the necessary services to 
accommodate the exception.

It is important to bear in mind that Precedence carries weight in 
this process, as it will set the standard globally for any future 
requests similar in scope.”
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Reporting, Analytics, & 
Dashboard

SCRIPT

“Lastly we’ll briefly review the reports, analytics, and dashboards 
available from our Mobility Vendor.”

CARTUS TO PROVIDE SAMPLES.

On-demand reporting tool

Quarterly dashboard

Activity summary
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42

SCRIPT

“Today our goal was to introduce you to the Global Assignment 
Process and help you to better understand the role you play.

We covered the following topics:

• Our Global Mobility Model

• Our Stakeholders

• Our Vendors

• HR Global Assignment Process

• Assignment Compensation Process

• Policy Exception Management

• Reporting, Analytics, & Dashboards.”

Summary

 Mobility Model
 Stakeholders
 Vendors
 HR Global Assignments Process
 Assignment Compensation Process
 Policy Exception Management
 Reporting, Analytics & Dashboard

Summary



Questions?
SCRIPT

“Now it is time to answer any questions you might have about 
anything we have discussed today.”
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APPENDIX – Quick Estimate

Adobe Acrobat 
Document
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APPENDIX – Global Authorization Form

Adobe Acrobat 
Document
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January 
16, 2013

APPENDIX- LTA Cost Projection

Microsoft Excel 
97-2003 Worksheet

The Company
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APPENDIX – Inter-company /
Secondary Agreement

Adobe Acrobat 
Document
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APPENDIX – Letter of Assignment

Adobe Acrobat 
Document
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APPENDIX – Employee Change Form

Add Assignment 
Home

Add Assignment 
Host

End Assignment 
Host

Endd Assignment 
Home

v
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APPENDIX – PeopleSoft Notice of Global Assignment

To: Home country payroll contact
GBU Finance contact (cost-bearing company legal entity)

Corporate Accounting contact
HR Benefits (medical) contact

Subject: Creation (or Updated) Global Assignment PeopleSoft Record

XXX (home country name) Employee XXX (IDXXXXXXXXXX) has been assigned to work in XXX 
(host country name) during the expected period from Day/Month/Year to Day/Month /Year. The Host 

Record (Record “1”) in PeopleSoft has been created (or updated) for this assignment. For your 
reference, the recipients of this notification are the contact points for payroll, finance and benefits for 
your use as you manage your respective responsibilities throughout the duration of this assignment.

Regards,
AskHR

+001 555.123.1234 (Option 5, then Option 3)
askhr@company.com

AskHR
+001 555.123.1234 (Option 5, then Option 3)

askhr@company.com
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Mobility Vendor: Cartus Contact Information

Name Title Telephone E‐Mail

Director

Client Services Manager (eff. 9/28/12)

Sr International Assignment Consultant

Robert Clayton International Assignment Consultant +44 1793 756035 Robert.clayton@cartus.com
Name Title Telephone E‐Mail

Company Global Leader

Regional Account Manger

Client Services Manager

U.S. Domestic Consultant

U.S. Domestic Consultant

Senior International Assignment 
Consultant

Expatriate Assignment Consultant

Name Title Telephone E‐Mail

Director

Client Services Manager

International Assignment Consultant

International Assignment Consultant

International Assignment Consultant

EMEA

Americas

APAC
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Mobility Vendor: PwC Contact Information
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Mobility Vendor: E&Y Contact Information
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